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Recently nmch attention has been focused on the theory of quasi-random graph and hy- 
pergraph properties. The class of quasi-random graphs is defined by certain equivalent graph 
properties possessed by random graphs. We shall investigate properties P which do not imply 
quasi-randomness for sequences (Gn) of graphs on their own, but do imply if they hold not only 
for the whole graph Gn but also for every sufficiently large subgraph of Gn. Here the properties 
are strongly connected to counting not necessarily induced subgraphs of a given type, while in a 
subsequent paper we shall investigate the properties connected with counting induced subgraphs. 
Notat ion  
Below we consider simple graphs, that is, loops and multiple edges will be 
excluded. Given a graph G, V(G) and E(G) will denote the vertex- and edge set 
of the graph G, v(G) and e(G) the number of vertices and edges, respectively. The 
(first) subscript in case of graphs will always denote the number of vertices. So 
Gn, S,n are always graphs of order n. I(r, Cr and Pr denote the complete graph, 
the cycle and the path on r vertices, respectively. Given a subset X of V(G), e(X) 
denotes the number of edges of the subgraph induced by X, and G[X] denotes 
the subgraph of G spanned by X. Given two disjoint subsets X and Y in V(G), 
e(X,Y) denotes the number of edges between X and Y. To avoid complicated 
notations we sometimes allow ourselves to denote the same graph Lu also by L 
(mostly when it appears in subscripts or superscripts). Given a graph G, NG(x) 
(mostly abbreviated to N(x)) denotes the set of neighbors of x in G. 
Mostly we shall have a sample graph Lu with V(L~)= {xl,x2,...,xu} and a 
graph Gn with a copy of Lu in it whose vertices are {Yl,Y2,... ,Yu}. 
9 A labelled induced copy of Lu in Gn means a function r : Y(nu)--* V(Gn) 
mapping different xi's into different yt's, where (r (xi), r (xj) ) E E(Gn) iff (xi, x j) E 
E(Lu), while 
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9 a not necessarily induced labelled copy (below abbreviated to "NNI" ) means 
a function ~ where we assume only that if (xi,xj) E E(Lu), then (~(x i ) , r  C 
Now, denote the number of labelled 
induced copies of L .  C G by N* (Lu C G) 
and the number of 
not necessarily induced copies of Lu C_ G by N ( Lu C G ) , 
respectively. 
To indicate that two quantities An and Bn are approximately equal, i.e. 
An/Bn---~l as n--~ec, we shall use the notation An~Bn.  
Remark. All the theorems of this paper are formulated for labelled graphs, however, 
all our results easily extend to unlabelled graphs. 
I .  In t roduct ion  
One of the important questions of modern mathematics and modern computer 
science is, how randomlike objects can be generated in nonrandom ways and when 
an individual event could be considered random, and in which sense. There are 
several reasons why this question has become xtremely important (e.g., in case of 
sequences of numbers). 
- -  In many of our algorithms we can speed up the calculations by using random 
numbers; however, whenever we try to generate "random numbers" by computers, 
they are not truely random, they only look randomlike. 
- -  In the applications of the Monte Carlo method one needs to know if the 
random number generator used yields a sequence that can be regarded "random" 
or not. 
- -  The question to decide if a sequence is randomlike or not is important also 
in mathematical statistics. 
- -  The fundamental problems of probability theory and some practical appli- 
cations also need this clarification. 
Of course, there are many other reasons why studying random objects is an 
exciting and important question. Thus e.g., the study of uniformly distributed 
sequences i also strongly related to this topic. The literature on these questions is 
quite extensive. 
At this point we could ask: 
"What is the meaning of that a sequence looks randomlike?" 
This question has several nonequivalent answers. It was answered in some 
sense by the Kolmogorov complexity theory [10] and in some completely different 
sense it was made fairly precise in the recent complexity theory of randomized 
algorithms. In this later case a sequence is considered to be randomlike if there 
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is no fast algorithm (or, alternatively, no small computing circuit,...) which can 
distinguish this sequence from a true random sequence. 
A. Thomason, [17], [18] and F. R. K. Chung, R. L. Graham, and R. M. Wilson, 
[2], gave some characterization f randomlike graph sequences, Chung and Graham 
[3] extended this to hypergraph sequences, P. Frankl, V. Rhdl and R. Wilson [9] 
gave some characterizations of "randomlike" matrix sequences. 
In [2] a class of graph properties were considered, all possessed by random 
graphs and at the same time equivalent to each other in some well-defined sense. 
Properties like these are called quasi-random properties. Quite a few papers were 
launched to clarify the basic quasi-random properties for graphs, and also for 
hypergraphs, matrices, or for subsets of integers, [2], [3], [5], [6], [7], [9]. There 
are some interesting negative xamples of properties which one would think to be 
quasi-random, while they are not. 
In this paper we shall investigate those properties P which do not imply 
quasi-randomness of sequences (Gn) of graphs on their own, but do imply if they 
are assumed not only for the whole graphs Gn but also for every sufficiently 
large induced subgraph Fh C Gn. Such properties will be called Hereditarily 
Extended Properties, or shortly, Hereditary Properties. To consider such extensions 
is motivated by the fact that sufficiently large subgraphs of randomlike graphs must 
also be randomlike. In other words, randomness i a "hereditary property". 
Let N(n,p) denote the probability space of labelled graphs on n vertices, where 
the edges axe chosen independently and at random, with probability p. In this case 
we say that the graphs are generated according to the binomial distribution of 
probability p. Though we shall not explicitely use random graphs, yet back in our 
mind we shall keep comparing our graphs Gn with random graphs from N(n,p). 
In the next theorem we shall consider properties which are trivial in case of 
p-random graphs. It is remarked in [2] that - -  though most of the results were 
considered only for the case p = 1 __ all these results generalize to every fixed 
probability p E (0,1). We formulate the results of [2] for arbitrary p E (0,1). 
Let G be a given graph and x, y be two vertices of G. We shall denote by 
S(x, y) the set of vertices joined to x and y in the same way: either to both of them 
or to none. Further, we shall denote by A(x,y) the set of vertices joined to both 
x and y. Finally, given a graph G, order the eigenvalues Ai(G) of its adjacency 
matrix so that l)~i(G)l > tAi+I(G)t, for i=1 , . . .  ,n -  1. 
Theorem A. (Chung, Graham and Wilson, [2], [6]). Let p 9 (0,1) be fixed. For any 
graph sequence (Gn) the following properties are equivalent: 
P~(~): for fixed u>4, for all graphs Lu 
N*(L ,  C_ Gn) = (t + o(1))nUpe(L')(1 -- p)(~)--e(L,). 
Let Ct denote the cycle of length t. Let t> 4 be even, 
Pn 2 o(n 2) and iN(Ct _C Gn) < (pn) t + o(nt). > + 
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e(Vn)~ ~n2--t-o(n2), Al(Gn)=pnq-o(n) and 
For each  ub et X CV, 4x)= 
E I IS(x,y)l- (p2 + (1-p)2 M 
x,yEV 
E IlA(x,Y)l-P2nl=~ 9 
x,yEV 
Fix an aE (0,1). For every XCV(Gn), with IXl= L~J ,  
e(X, V(Gn) - X) = pa(1 - a)n 2 + o(n2). 
a2(a ) =o(n). 
e(X)=(P +o(1))n 2. 
(Gn) is called p-quasi-random, if it satisfies any one (and consequently all) of 
the properties listed above. 2
Obviously, P~(u) says that the graph Gn contains each graph of order u with 
the same frequency as the random graph. Property P~(u) refers to the induced 
copies but the analogous property for NNI copies, i.e. 
P l(u):  for fixed u>4,  for all graphs L~ 
N(Lu C_ G) = (1 + o(1))nUp e(L~), 
is equivalent with P~ (u). 
Here u>4 must be assumed: P~(3) is not a quasi-random property. Similarly, 
in P2(t) we must assume that t > 4 and is even: the analogous P2(2g+l) is neither a 
quasi-random property. The difference between the role of the odd and even cycles 
will be explained later. 
As to P8(a),  P8(1/2) is an exception, again: it is not a quasi-random property. 
In [13] - -  among others - -  we proved that quasi-randomness can be character- 
ized via the Szemer6di Regularity Lemma [15], more precisely, via the Szemer6di 
Partition of the graph. We have formulated a graph property PS and proved that 
it is equivalent with all the 8 properties Pi  (i = 1,... ,8). The advantage of this 
aproach was that it made the whole "picture" fairly transparent. This characteri- 
zation will be important in our approach. So we introduce the related notions and 
result, a 
Given a graph G, with two disjoint subsets X and Y of vertices, the edge- 
density between X and Y is defined as 
d(X, Y) = e(X, Y) 
Ix]IYI " 
2 The last property can be found in [6]. 
3 Our result was generalized to hypergraphs by F. R. K. Chung in [4]. 
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Definition 1.1. (Regularity Condition) Given a graph Gn and two disjoint vertex 
sets X C V, Y _ V, we shall call the pair (X, Y) e-regular, if for every X* C X 
and Y* C Y satisfying IX*I > etX [ and IY*I> elY/, 
Id(X*,Y*) - d(X,Y) I  < r 
To formulate property Ps(P),  (for a sequence (Gn) of graphs) fix a probability 
pc(o,1). 
PS(P): For every e > 0 and t~ there exist two integers, k0(e,~) and n0(e,a) 
such that, for n > no, V(Gn) has a partition into k classes V1,..., Vk, with ~ < k < 
k0(e,n), ] l~[ -n /h [  <r so that for all but ek 2 pairs (i,j), 1 <i , j  <k, ie j ,  
(V/, Vj) is e - regular, and Id(V/, Vj) - p] < e. 
(Mostly one assumes that k may depend on n, though in our case, when for 
some fixed p > 0 d(V/, Vj) =p+o(1), one can also choose a fixed k = kl (e, ~), see [13].) 
Theorem B. (Simonovits, Sds [13]). (Gn) is p-quasi-random i I fPs(p)  holds. 
We will use the Szemerddi Lemma on Regular Partitions of graphs: 
Regularity Lemma. (Szemer~di, [15]). For every e > 0 and integer a there exist 
an no(e,g) and a ko(e,n ) such that/'or n> n o /'or every graph Gn V(Gn) can be 
partitioned into k subsets V1,... , Vk with a < k < ko(e, ~) so that [[Vil-n/k[ < 1 and 
all but at most eh 2 pairs (V/,Vj) are e-regular. 
Such partitions will be called SzemerSdi Partitions. Above, [ ]~[ -n /k [  < 1 
seems to be a stronger statement than l[V/ l -n/k I <~n/k, but using them for every 
e > 0 and n sufficiently large, they are equivalent. 
Koml6s and Simonovits have written a long survey on the various applications 
of the Szemer~di Regularity Lemma [12]. The reader can find some relevant lemmas 
there. (For some most recent applications of the Regularity Lemma see also [11].) 
2. New resul ts  
The main result of this paper is primarily motivated by some negative phe- 
nomena, pointed out in [2] and mentioned above. 
(i) P~(3), P2(3), and more generally, P l (2e+ 1), are not quasi-random prop- 
erties: 
Construction 2.1. (From [2]) Let Zn denote a graph with V(Zn)=V~. UV2UV3UV4 
where V1 and V2 span complete graphs, V3, V4 are sets of independent vertices, 
forming a complete bipartite graph, and each vertex of V1UV2 is joined to each one 
of V3 t2 V4 independently, with probability 1 and each vertex of V3 is joined to each 
one of Y~. Let IVi[-- n +o(n) for i---1,2,3,4. 
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For each graph L3, Zn contains asymptotically as many L3's (and as many odd 
cycles C2t+l for any fixed 4) as a 1-random graph, yet the graph of Construction 
2.1 is very different from a l - random graph. (Clearly, e.g., P4  does not hold for 
x=vl.) 
(ii) Let 0 < c~ < 89 P8(c~) implies that (Gn) is a quasi-random graph sequence. 
However, Ps( 89 is not a quasi-random property. This is shown by 
Construction 2.2. (From [2]) Let Y(Gn)= AUB, IAI = IBt. Take all the edges in 
A, none in B and choose each edge joining A to B with probability 1. It is easy to 
see that this graph satisfies the condition in (ii) with c~ = 1, however this is not a 
quasi-random graph, e.g. P4 does not hold for X - -A ,  (and it is not similar at all 
to random graphs in ~(n, 89 
The reason of these negative phenomena is that the graph properties above are 
not hereditary in the sense that the fact that the whole graph Gn has one of these 
properties does not imply that the (large) induced subgraphs of Gn also have it. 
We shall call a property hereditary if it is assumed for all the sufficiently large 
induced subgraphs Fh of our graph, but (only) with the same weaker error-term 
Here we shall consider properties P in which we count some subgraphs of order 
v in a graph Gn and we assume that this number is the same as in the corresponding 
p-random graph with error term o(nV). 
Examples of Properties. 
9 All induced subgraphs Fh of Gn have lh2+o(n2) edges. 
9 All induced subgraphs Fh of Gn have lh3+o(na) labelled triangles. 
9 For any induced subgraph Fh C Gn, if Z C_C_ V(Fh) and IX] ~ 89 then 
e(X, V(Fh) - X) ~ lph2. 
The last property differs from the first two properties in that it counts not 
subgraphs (edges) of a subgraph, but subgraphs (edges) defined by a partition of 
Y(Fh). 
The following assertion is fairly easy. 
Theorem 2.3. Assume that for all Fh C Gn, for every X C V(Fh) with iXI = [89 
Ph 2 o(n2). (1) e (x ,  Y(Fh)  - X )  = + 
Then (Gn) is a p-quasi-random graph sequence. Moreover, already (1) assumed 
only for h = [2n/3] implies the same conclusion. 
In other words, hereditarily extended Ps(1/2) is a quasi-random property. 
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Proof. 
classes A, B, C. Assuming (1) for h = [2n/3 7 we get that 
e(A, V(Gn) - A) = e(A, B) + e(A, C) = ~n 2 + o(n2). 
This is just property P8(1/3). By Theorem A, this implies 
randomness. 
This theorem is trivial from Theorem A. Partition V(Gn) into 3 "equal" 
the p-quasi- 
| 
Not  necessari ly induced subgraphs 
Notation. Let u =v(L) ,  E= e(L). Denote by IlL(P) and ~L(P) the "densities" of 
labelled induced and labelled NNI copies of L in a p-random graph: 
(2) ~L(P) =- PE ( 1 -- p)(~)-E and ~/L(P) = pE. 
Below we shall consider graph sequences for which not only 
N(Lv C_ Gn) = ~/L(p)n v + o(n ~) 
holds, but also for every ~nduced subgraph Fh C Gn 
(3) N(Lu C_ Fh) = ~/L(p)h v + o(nU). 
(Observe that in (3) we used o(n ~) instead of o(hU), i.e. for small values of h we 
allow a relatively much larger error-term. As soon as h = o(n), this condition is 
automatically fulfilled.) 
One of our main results is that for any single fixed graph L ,  condition (3) 
implies the quasi-randomness and therefore is equivalent to it. 
Theorem 2.4. Let Lu be a fixed sample-graph, p E (0,1) be fixed. Let (Gn) be a 
sequence of graphs. If (for every sumciently large n) for every induced Fh C_ Gn, 
(4) N(Lu _C Fh) = 7L(P)h v + o(nU), 
then (Gn) is p-quasi-random. 
The main points of this result (compared to the earlier results) are that 
(a) P1 (u) assumed hereditarily implies quasi-randomness for u =3 as well; 
and 
(b) our assumption refers to a single graph Lv instead of assuming the condition 
for all the graphs on u vertices (as in Pl(u)) 
However 
(c) In Theorem A it is the same if we count induced or NNI copies of Lu. 
Here the two cases are not equivalent (since we count only a single graph Lu). The 
case of induced subgraphs i much more involved and the corresponding implication 
does not always hold: the formula analogous to (4), but assumed for the induced 
subgraphs (namely (5) below) does not necessarily imply the quasi-randomness of 
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I nduced subgraphs  
Next we consider how Theorem 2.4 can be extended to "Induced Copies". One 
would like to know if for given (Lu,p) the following is true or not: 
"Property Y~(Lu,p)". Given a sample graph Lu and a probability p, if 
for a graph sequence (Gn) for every induced subgraph Fh of Gn 
(5) N*(Lu C_ Fh) = ~L(p)h u+ o(nU), 
then (Gn) is p-quasi-random 
Property Yo~(L,,p) is mostly false in this form, for two reasons, both being 
algebraic coincidences. For some graphs L it may happen that fixing two groups 
V1 and 1/2 of vertices and joining any pair (x,y) independently, with probability p
i fx,yEV1, with probability q ifx, yEV2 and with probability s if xEV1, yEV2 
we get a sequence of counterexamples. Here we do not go into detailed discussion 
of this phenomenon, rather we state one counterexample and return to the detailed 
analysis of this question in [14]. 
Construction 2.5. Let V(Gn)= 1/-1 UV2, join the pairs in 1/1 with probability p, in 
I/2 with probability q and between them with probability s. For every p > ~33 there 
exists an s E (0,1) such that for q :=p the resulting sequence is a counterexample 
for Property Y~(P3,P). In particular, for 
p=q=4 choose s--12--g5, for 
P=q=~a choose s=l .  
Some results concerning the induced case and the detailed analysis and calcu- 
lations concerning this eounterexample can be found in [14]. 
3. Tools to prove our  theorems 
Here we will count small subgraphs L ,  of Gn, spanned by a fixed number 
(namely by (~,-1)) of classes of the Szeme%di Partition. In this case the number of 
Lu's also depends noticeably on the number of edges within the classes. The result 
we need (Lemma 3.1 below) is a variant of the following. 
Definition. Given an r• matrix D = (di,j), and r disjoint sets of vertices, V1,..., Vr, 
we define the corresponding generalized random graph as follows: for each x E V/, 
y E Vj, x r y, (1 <__ i ___ j _< r) we join x and y independently, at random, with 
probability di, j . 
Theorem C. ([13]) For a given 6 and a ~ > 89 let {V1,...,Vk} be a Szemerddi 
Partition of an arbitrary graph Gn, corresponding to the parameters r = ~2, ~. 
Let Qn be a k-partite generaBzed random graph obtained by replacing the edges 
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joining the classes Vi and Vj by independently chosen random edges of probability 
di,j := d(~,Vj), (1 <_ i < j <_ k), and deleting the edges in G[V/], i = 1,... ,k. (Set 
di,~:a) Tl~en, for ~>~0(~,~), 
IN(Lu c Qn) -N(L ,  C_ a)l < C, Sn" 
almost surely, 4 where Cu is a constant depending only on p. 
To formulate the version of the above theorem used in our proofs, we need the 
following. 
Notation. Given a graph G the vertices of which are partitioned into u -  1 classes, 
U1,..., Uu-t ,  let Nf(Lu C_ G) denote the number of those labelled NNI copies of L ,  
which meet all the classes Ui, 1 < i < j  _< ~,-1. (The "f" refers to the full size.) 
Lemma 3.1. Let G[U] be a graph with vertex set U partitioned into U1,... ,Uu-1. 
Suppose the pairs (Ui, Uj) are e-regular for 1 <_ i < j < v - 1. Let Q[U] be the graph 
obtained by joining each x E Ui to each y E Uj at random, independently, with 
probability di,j := d(Ui, Uj) for every 1 _< i < j < u. Let us keep the originM edges of 
G[Ui] 's (i.e. the edges within the classes) unchanged in Q[U]. Then, almost sure/y, 
for some constant c,, (depending only on ~,) 
INf(L~ C G[U]) - Nf(Lu C Q[U]) I < c.~lUI ~. 
As a matter of fact, we shall regard 3 graphs: G[UJ, QfUJ defined above 
and Q*[U I which is obtained by replacing the edges within the classes Ui also by 
randomly, independently chosen edges of probabiltity di, i. In other words, we join 
the vertices x E Ui and y E Uj with edge-probability di, j for 1 ~ i ~ j < ~ - 1 (unless 
z=y). 
Remark. In Lemma 3.1 the edges within the classes ~ cannot be neglected. Actu- 
ally this is good for us: this enables us to count them. There is an other case where 
one uses edges within the partition classes: in Ramsey-Turfin type theorems, (see 
e.g. [16]). The Turs theorems how that (in some sense) the limit of va- 
lidity of the above lemma is when we allow just one edge within just one partition 
class. 
This lemma is equally valid for induced and NNI, labelled and unlabelled copies. 
The proof is essentially the same in all the four cases, (or one can derive the induced 
version from the noninduced one and vice versa). Since here we shall use the NNI 
version, we formulate the proof for that case. In the graph Q[U] one can easily 
calculate the number of copies of Lv's. 
Below we fornmlate a variant of Lemma 3.1, called the Main Lemma, where, 
instead of saying that the graph and its randomlike approximation have roughly 
4 Here the "almost surely" refers to the random graph Qn constructed to approximate Gn. 
Clearly, Gn does not depend on any random choice. 
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the same number of Lu's, we provide this number. We shall use - -  and therefore 
we shall prove - -  below only the Main Lemma. Yet Lemma 3.1 is the one showing 
the real meaning of the Main Lemma. 
Main Lemma. Let G[U] be a graph with vertex set U partitioned into U1,..., Uu-1. 
Suppose the pa/rs (Ui,Uj) are r for l _<~<j<~- l .  Then 
r ' -- i  / e(Ui ) ~ v--1 ~--1 
(6) NI(Lv C- G[U]) = ~-~ ~Ai -~ + BiIU~I/ I I  Igjl + o(r I l  lgjl, 
i=1 j= l  j= l  
where Ai and Bi depend only on Lv and on the densities di,j = d(Ui,Uj) for 
1 <_ i <j < u - 1, and the constant in 0(.) depends only on ~. 
In fact, we will use only the following corollary of the Main Lemma: 
Corollary 3.2. Let Y(Gn)= V1 U... U V k be an e-regular partition, ]Vil~ m = Ln/kJ, 
1 < i < k. Suppose that (1~, Vh) are ali s-regular for 1 < i < j _ u - 1. Let X C_ 171, 
Let Ox:=a[XuV2u...UVv_ ]. Then 
Nf(Lv C_ Cx) = Ae(X)m "-2 +Bm v + O(~)m v, 
where A and B depend only on the densities di,j=d(Vi, Vj) , l< i< j<~- I  and on 
di,i=2e(Vi)/m 2 for 2<i<, -1 .  
P roo f  of  the Ma in  Lemma 
We will use the following simple consequence of the e-regularity. 
Proposition 3.3. Let (U1, U2) be an s-regular pair, W C U2 with I W] > e I U2] and let 
dl,2:=d(U1,U2). Let Z CU1 be delfned by 
z = {x : x c U~, IN(x)  n WI < (d l ,2  -  )lWI} 9 
Then IZl < IU I. 
Proof. Clearly, e(Z,W) < (dl,2-~)lZl iWl, i.e. d(Z,W) < d l ,2 -s .  Hence, by the 
e-regularity, [Z I < s]U1]. | 
A labelled NNI copy Hv of L ,  in G[U] is given by a mapping ~b :V(L~) --+ U. 
Let V(L~)={x0,... ,xv-1} and Yi =r for 0<i  < v -1 .  ~Ve define the position 
of such an Hv C_G[U] as follows. 
Definition. Let q5 : {0 , . . . , v -1}  --* {1 , . . . , y -1}  be a mapping. We say that 
(Y0,..., Y~-I) has position q?, if Yi E Ur for 0 < i < ~-1 .  A position is called full if 
it meets all the ~-  1 classes Ui. The full positions are of type (a) and (b) according 
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to whether the two vertices of Lu mapped into the same class Ui are independent 
in L, or joined. 
Remember that a "copy" Hu C_ G of L, is an ordered u-tuple (Y0,... ,Yv-1) C U 
if for every (xi, xj)e E(Lu), (Yi,Yj)is an edge of G. 
We count the number of "copies" Hv C G[U] i.e. sequences (Y0,.. . ,Y,- I)  C U 
according to their position ~. Then we sum up these numbers for the positions. 
Let Nf(Lv C G[U][~) denote the number of "copies" of the (full) position ~). By 
symmetry we may restrict ourselves to the case when ~(0) ----- 1 and ~(i) -= i for 
1 < i < u -  1. Let ~0 denote this position. 
The proof is mostly standard, the same as the proof of Theorem C in [13]. 
Namely, we think of G[U] as if it were a generalized random graph, Q*[U], where 
Q*[U] is obtained from Q[U] by randomizing the edges within the classes as well; 
we count the number of copies of L, meeting all the sets Ui (1 < i < u - 1) in 
Q[U], and make the same calculations for G[U], always using the regularity of pairs 
(Ui, Uj) and that the regularity implies that these numbers are roughly the same 
for our graphs G[U], Q[U] and Q*[U]. 
First we consider the generalized random graph Q[u]. Let RQ(Lu; ~0) denote 
the expected value of the "copies" of Lu of position ~0, in Q*[U]. Then it is easy 
to see that if 
II *:= II ' 
(x i ,xj) e E(L~) 
l~i<j~v--1 
then 
(7) 
v--1 
dl,llSl] I-[ lg~lI-[*dij 
t=l 
RQ(Lv; CO) = u-1 l-I* 
lUll I-[ JUt] di,j 
t= l  
if (x0, Xl) e E(Lu) 
otherwise. 
Summing (7) for all the positions ~ we get that 
u--1 u--1 
r i j= l  i j= l  
where Ai and B i are constants depending only on the densities dij: this formula is 
just the one corresponding to (6) in the Main Lemma. 
To build up (many) copies of Lv in G[U], with the given Szemer~di Partition, 
U1,...,Uk, we will build an Lu with vertices Yo,Yl ~ U1,... ,Yu-1 E Uv-1, step by 
step, recursively. For this we need some notation and definitions. 
Definition. If Yo,... ,Yt-1 have been fixed arbitrarily but so that 
yO, Yl E U1,..., y~ E U~,..., Yt-I E Ut-1, 
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then let for j > t 
w~,j = w,,j(y0,.. ,y,-~):= uj f~ 
For j < t, i.e. having selected yj, we put Wt,j := {yj}. Obviously 
Uj D Wo, j D_ W1, j D ... D_ Wt_l, j D Vif~,j. 
Now we define a subset Yt C_Wt,t: Yt is the set of yEWt,t for which (for j>t+l )  
(8) Iw~+~,j(~0,...,y~-~,y)l >- (d~,j -~)lWt,hl _> II (d~, j  - ~)| 
J 
Iujl. 
The definition of Y~ deserves some explanation. When - -  having fixed 
Y0,y l , . . . ,y t - I  and starting Step(t) to fix the image Yt of xt ELv  our previous 
choices restrict us to Wt,t CUt. Further, our later choices are restricted to some 
subsets Wt,j C Uj, j >t. So in Step(t), fixing Yt we do not wish to spoil our later 
possibilities too much by decreasing some ~'t+l, j  too much: we use the regularity 
to guarantee that IWt+l,j] remains large for each j > t: we shall choose only such 
y E Wt,t for which (for every j >__ t + 1) (8) holds. The set of these y E Wt,t will be 
denoted by Yr. Below (summing the contributions of various positions) we shall 
discard all those positions where one of the sets Wt,j may become smaller than 
e]U I. In the remaining cases, by Proposition 3.3, 
(9) 
1 We shall assume in all our proofs that r < 10v' 
There are only v! positions of Lv, and if for some position 9 the corresponding 
number 
v--1 
~q(Lv; ~) < 2,~lUI I I  Iujl, 
j=l 
then this position can be forgotten: its contribution is swallowed by the error-term 
o(~lglfIIUyl) of (6). This will imply below that all the sets IWt,jl > 2velU I for 
j >t.  Therefore below we shall always be allowed to use Proposition 3.3. 
To prove (6) first we prove a lower bound for N / (Lv  C G[U] I~,o) . 
To build up the "copies" of Lu of position a)0, we start with Wo,j := Uj for 
j = 1,. . . ,  v - 1. In Step(0) and Step(l) we pick the vertices Y0, Yl E U1. In Step(t) 
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(t > 1) we have already fixed YO,Yl E U1, yj E Uj for j < t, some sets Wt,j C Uj (as 
possible choices of yj : j > t) and we fix Yt E Wt,t C_ Ut so that (8) remains valid. 
Step(0). (Choosing Y0.) Let us define 
Yo:={yoeUl : lN (yo)nU j l>(d l , j -e ) lU j l  for 2<_j<u-l(X~ EE(Lu) '}"  
By the e-regularity and by Propositon 3.3 
IYol > IU l l -  uelSll. 
For a fixed yo E Y0, for j=2 , . . . ,~-1  define the sets 
f N(yo)nUj if (xo, xj) EE(Lu) ,  Wo,j ( yo ) [ Uj otherwise. 
Step(l/a). (Choosing Yl.) If (xo,xl)eE(L,), put 
YI(Y0) := {Yl E U1 A N(yo) : IN(y1) n Wo,j(yo)[ > (dl,j - e)lWo,j(yo)l 
for (xl,xj) E E(Lv), 2 < j < u -1} .  
and define for Yl EYI(YO) and for j= 2,... ,u-1, 
{ N(y~) n Wo,5(yo) 
wij(uO,yl) := Wo,;(~0) 
if (xl,xj) E E(Lu), 
otherwise. 
Assume that Yo is fixed and its degree is d(yo) in G[U1]. We can try to choose 
any neighbor Yl and at most uetUl[ are ruled out by the fact that they "ruin the 
future". So 
E d(yo) > 2e(U1)  - uelUll 2, 
yo6Yo 
and the number of pairs (Y0,Yl) to be chosen is at least 
(lO) E (d(yo) -/*#lUll) > 2e(Ul) - 21"~1Ui12" 
yoEYo 
Step(l/b).  If (xo,xl)f~E(Lu), then the restriction on (Yo,Yl) that it must be an 
edge of G[U1] can be forgotten: the above argmnent works word by word if we 
replace G[U1] by a complete graph: Igl(y0)l > IN1]- ~elgll and yo,yl E g l  can be 
chosen in at least 
(11) (1 - 2~'e)IUil 2
ways, maintaining large Wl,j's. 
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Step(t). Suppose we have already fixed the vertices Yo,Yl E U1,... ,Yt-1 C Ut-1. For 
t < j  < p -1  let Wt,j be the set of possible choices of yj E Uj after the first t vertices, 
Yo,..., Yt-1 have been fixed and we set out to find Yt E Wt,t. 
Let for yCWt,tC_Ut, and j>t  5 
Wt+l,j(y ) fN(y) NWt, j if (xt, xj) eE(Lu)  
:= I. Wt,j otherwise. 
Now, as in Step(O) and Step(l), we keep only those points y E Wt,t for which, 
whenever j >t  and (xt,xj) eE(Lu),  then 
(12) 
Put 
[Wt+Ij(Y)I = IN(y) A Wt,jl > (dt,j - a)lwt,jl. 
t< j<~- I  and} 
= y ; yEW~,t  and (12) holds for all - 
(xt, xj) 9 E(Lv) 
By the construction, 
and by the e-regularity 
Iwt,d > Iutl. H (d~,j -e) 
(xj,xt)eE(L,) 
o<_j<t 
H (dt,j - e) - ~e) . 
o<j<t 
9 If (x0 ,x l )eE(L , ) ,  then we get that 
Nf(ny C_ G[U]I(I)0) ~_ (2e(V l ) -  2tJeiUll 2) H I~tl 
t=2 
_> - IStl \~=2 I-[ (d/,j - e) - ~e 
= 2e(~1) H I~tl di,j - o elul l  H lull 
t=2 t=l 
5 Below we abbreviate to Wi,j(y ) and Wi, j what normally would be Wi,j(YO,Yl,...,Yt_l,y) 
and Wi, j (Y0,Yl,..-,Yt-1), respectively. 
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9 If (x0,~cl)q~E(Lu), then we replace in the above formulas 2e(U1) by Iu~l~: 
L,--1 
Nf(L  c G[u]l 0) _> (Ivy?- II lul 
t=2 
=lgel21-Ilstll-I*di,j-o ~lgll Igtl 9 
t=2 
In a similar way we can get the upper bound for Nf (Lv  _CG[UIIr ) . Hence 
N f(Lu C_ G[U][4~0) = 
{ (2e(Cq)§ O(~))(I]~'2~ JutD(1-I*di,~) if(x0,xl) 9 E(L.), 
(l + O(e))]UllZ(]-][=~ [UtJ)(YI* di,j) otherwise, 
Summing ~he correspo~diag (ormutas for all the positions ~ we get the assertion of 
the Main Lemma, I 
4. P roo f  of  Theorem 2.4 
To start with~ we remind the reader that the main condition of Theorem 24 
is that: 
(*) N(Lu C Fh) = ./L(p)h ~ + o(n v) for every induced F h C Gn. 
The main  idea 
The idea is fairly transparent. We shall show that if (Gn) satisfies (*) and 
{V1,..., Vk} i~ a Szemer~di partition of V(Gn), while ~-+ 0 very slowly and n--* co, 
then 
(i) most of the graphs G[~] ( i= 1,2,...,  k) are p-quasi-random. (Here we apply 
the Main Lemrna to i~- 1 groups V/.) 
(ii) Using (i) and applying condition (,) to the graphs Fh=G[VitJVj] we shall 
show that almost all densities l _< i,j<_k d(Vi,Vj)=p+o(1). 
"vVe emphasize uguin that mostly, using the Szemerddi Regularity Lemma one 
d~s nvt care for the edges within the clas.~es: their number is negligible. The reason 
why here we care is that ia a crucial step we consider G[V/UVj] where e(G[Vi]) is 
not negligible anymore, and it is good for us here that these edges do matter. 
Proof  of Theorem 2.4. Let (Gn) be a sequence satisfying (,). We apply the 
Szemerddi Lemma to (Gn) with en--*0 sufficiently slowly. 
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Let +, Let k0 := :=-*  (1;t) be the thresholds of the 
Regularity Lemma belonging to these parameters. 
The assumption (.) in Theorem 2.4 means that for F h C Gn 
(13) IN(L~ c_ Fh) - "YL(P)" h"l < ha" n ~ 
for some sequence 5n -+ 0 if n-+ ~c. We define n~* --* ec by 
(14) 6n-k0 ,t <T 
Put nt=max(n~,n~*,nt- l+l) .  Now, for each n we fix that very t=t(n) for which 
nt <n<_nt+l. Fix for each Gn a Szemer~di Partition V(Gn)=V~U...UV~(n) with 
the corresponding parameters gt and ~t--t. Then the above partitions are just the 
Szemer~di-Partitions of Gn belonging to the parameters Cn---1 and an =t.  For the 
corresponding k(n) we have t < k(n) < ko(1,t). 
Observe that by (13) and (14) we have for every induced Fh C Gn, nt < n < nt+l 
(15) IN(Lu C_ Fh) - ~L(P) " h'l < gth" = enh ~ 
if h> n 
k-T~" 
We will prove the theorem by proving the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 4.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.4, using the partitions as described 
above, for all but o(k(n)) choices of i(n), 1 <_ i(n) <_ k(n), the graph sequence 
(~n[Y/~n)]) is a p-quasi random graph sequence. 
Lemma 4.1 is used only to prove 
Lemma 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.4, using the partitions as described 
above, for all but o(k(n) 2) choices os (i(n),j(n) ), 1 <_ i(n) < j(n) < k(n), (<_ ko(1/t, t) ) 
for the densities d~(~),j (n) := d(V~'~,~), '~n)) 
di(n),j(n ) ~ p for n --+ ~ . 
How to prove Theorem 2.4 using Lemma 4.2? By Theorem B, Lemma 4.2 implies 
that the sequence (Gn) is p-quasi-random. Of course, in Theorem B we require 
that for every fixed s there be an appropriate Szemer~di partition with at most 
K(e) classes, with almost all densities around p, and here we have a sequence of 
Szemer~di partitions, where the number of classes tends to infinity and e--~ 0. So, 
formally the conclusion of the above lemmas is not the same as PS(P). Yet, they 
are equivalent, and we need only that the conclusion of Lemma 4.2 implies PS(P). 
Namely, for fixed ~ > 0 and ~ > 0 let us fix 
K 
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Take a random partition of the classes {%)} ,  of Lemma 4.2 in to / (  roughly equal 
families of classes, ~1, . . .  ,~h' ,  and let for ~=1, . . .  ,/(, 
be the corresponding K-partit ioning of V(Gn). Taking a random partition we have 
achieved that the non-regular pairs of classes are uniformly spread. Thus, clearly, 
d(Wt,W~, ) ~p (uniformly) as n -~ c~. So (Gn) satisfies PS(P) 9 Thus Lemma 4.2 
implies the p-quasi-randomnessfi 
Proof  of Lemma 4.1. Given an e > 0 and a Szemer6di Partition of V(Gn) into 
V1,..., Vk, we shall call the ( ,  - 1)-tuple ~, . . . ,  V~,_ 1 good if all the pairs (~ ,  k~ b) 
are e-regular (1 _~ a < b _~ ~ - 1). r A group V/ is good if it is contained in a good 
( - -  1)-tuple. 
Let F k denote the graph the vertices of which are V1,..., Vk and the edges are 
those (Va, Vb)'S which are e-regular. Since F k is almost a Kk: at most r 2 edges are 
missing, therefore we may delete at most 5e~k vertices o that in the remaining F/~, 
all the vertices have degree at least (1 -  1 ~-~)k. But a greedy building-up algorithm 
shows that each edge (and of course each vertex) of V(F~,) is contained in a Ku. 
So at least k -  5uek of the groups are good and all but at most 5uek 2 of the 
pairs are covered by good (u -  1)-tuples. 
Let nt < n < nt + i and V ( Gn ) = V (n) U . . . U V (n) be a Szemer6di Partition of 
Gn with the parameters gt = ~, ~ = t. Let X C Vi, IX[ = 89 Suppose all the 
pairs (vi(n),vj(n)),-- l< i< j<, -1  are g-regular. Put m= [n/kJ (so [V~J~m) and 
FX=Gn[XUV2U. . .UV~_I ]  and h=]XUV2U. . .UV~- I ]  (i.e. h~( , -~)m) .  
Now 
(16) N(L .  C FX) = NI (L  ~ C FX) + Ns(Lv  c_ Fx)  , 
where Ns(Lu  C_ Fx)  denotes the number "copies" of Lu covered by at most (~-2)  
classes. 
Applying (15) to F X =Gn[X U V2 U... U Vv-1], we have 
]N(Lu C FX) - 7L(p)hUl < enh v . 
6 Actually, we do not need here randomization: every partition {Wt} obtained by joining 
small classes V. n . will do with possibly eK 2 exceptional pairs. '~tn) , 
7 Usually we have to assume some lower bound on the densities d(Yia , Yib), but here discarding 
the "poor" positions in the proof of the Main [,emma. replaces this assumption. 
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Using (15) also for the union of any ( , -2 )  classes we get with a Cl depending only 
on r,, on the densities di,j and "YL(P), (but not on X) that 
Ns(L~ C FX) = clh ~ + O(~n)h L" 9 
Hence, (by (16)) there is a c2 independent of X for which 
(17) IN f (Fx  C L , )  - c2 h~'] -~ O(~n)h v. 
On the other hand, applying Corollary 3.2 to FX, 
(18) N/ (F  X C_ L , )  = de(X)h  "-2 + Bh" § O(sn)h ~' 
where A, B are constants (depending only on ~ and on the densities di,j, 1 <_ i < j < 
, -1  and on e(Vi), 2<i<, -1 )  but do not depend on X. Hence, by (17) and (18), 
for any Z C V1, IZl = ~ we have with some constant 0<~=~(n)<_ 1 (independent 
of X) 
e(X) =  lXl 2 + O( ,OlXI 2 . 
First we prove that if we restrict ourselves to "good" classes and n--*cxD, then 
lim ~(n) = p uniformly. 
n--~oo 
Suppose indirectly, that there is a subsequence si --* c~ such that 
lim ~(si) = p* r p 9 
8i.-~00 
Let us consider the graph sequence (Gsi(V~Si))) where V1 si is a "good" class of 
the Szemer~di Partition belonging to the parameters an(= 1/t) and ~n = t for 
nt < si <<_ nt+l. For (Gs~[V/~]), P5 in Theorem A holds and consequently it
9 lJ is p*-quasi-random. Therefore it contains ~/L(P )si L, 's. Since 7L(P) is strictly 
monotone increasing in p, this is a contradiction, proving Lemma 4.1: by Theorem 
A we get that the graph sequence Gn[V~] is p-quasi-random. | 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Now we take the same setting as above, restrict ourselves to 
any "good" ~-1-tuple,  say to (1,2,... ,~-1)  and consider the graph sequence 
We know already that (Gn[V~(n)]) and Gn[V (n)] are p-quasi-random graph se- 
quences. Let Fh:=Gn[V~(n) uv(n)].  By (*), 
N(Lv C_ Fh) = VL(P)h L" + O(et)h r" . 
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We assumed that the pair (V/(n), ~(n)) is et-regular. Then by the strict monotonicity 
of N(Lv C_ Fh) in di, j we get that for any fixed T0 > 0 
Idi,j -P l  > ~?o 
implies 
[N(L.  C Fh) - VL(P)h'l > 50 hv 
with some fixed 5o = 5o(~]o)> 0. This proves that 
lira di,j ---p uniformly for any i (n), j (n) C In 
n--+ (x) 
if In is an index-set of "good" classes. 
Remark. The monotonicity, used at this very point makes the difference between 
this case and the case of the induced subgraphs: if we have a 2-class Generalized 
Random Graph Rn with classes V1 and V2 and fix the edge-probabilities within the 
classes but vary the edge-probability  between the two classes, then the expected 
number of copies of Lv C Rn is a monotone increasing function of t in case of NNI 
copies but it is not monotone in the Induced Case. 
Open prob lems 
1. Is it true that when we wish to prove the quasi-randomness a suming that 
each F h of each Gn contains 7(p)h 3 triangles, in that place it is enough to assume 
the condition for each n for 2 or 3 appropriate values of h? 
2. It would be interesting to know if there is a direct proof of our theorems, 
say of Theorem 2.4 not using the notion of ~-regularity, or Regularity Lemma, in 
any form. 
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